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Fetal gene therapy for neurodegenerative lysosomal storage
diseases

Dear Editor,
For generations of dedicated physicians, neurodegenerative
lysosomal storage diseases have been inaccessible to any
therapy other than palliative care. Systemic enzyme replace-
ment therapy does not modify the course of the neurological
phenotype although improving patients' quality of life by
alleviating some symptoms caused by accumulation of bio-
molecules in peripheral organs. Recent clinical trials are
now demonstrating acceptable safety and promising efficacy
using various novel therapies including systemic1 and intra-
thecal2 molecules, intracerebroventricular enzyme replace-
ment3 or intraparenchymal gene therapies.4 This new hope
for these diseases remains elusive for perinatal or infantile
presentations when a precipitous clinical decline and subse-
quent neurological lesions compromise any benefit of cur-
rently developed therapies.

For these early-onset presentations, early intervention,
perhaps even in utero, may prevent or correct the neurologi-
cal defect prior to irreversible damage. Liver-directed fetal
gene therapy has previously demonstrated long-term expres-
sion of transgenic protein up to 6 years after a single injec-
tion in non-human primates with adeno-associated viral
(AAV) vectors.5 Theoretical advantages include target of
progenitor or stem cells allowing similar effect at reduced
dose for integrating vectors6 and immunological immaturity
limiting the risk of immune response against the vector or
transgenic protein, which could allow vector re-injection if
required.5 Despite critical unmet needs, there is scant litera-
ture describing fetal administration of advanced therapies in
animal models of neurodegenerative lysosomal storage
diseases.

Massaro et al have exploited AAV-mediated gene ther-
apy to rescue a mouse model of acute neuronopathic
Gaucher disease (nGD; or Gaucher disease type II).7 nGD is
caused by glucocerebrosidase deficiency and is at the severe
end of a broad phenotypic spectrum of GD,8 with a reported
prevalence of 1:100 000 to 1:300 000 live births.9 Most
affected infants die before the age of 2, following a rapid
neurodevelopmental regression with brain stem dysfunction
and spastic tetraparesis.10 A perinatal lethal form presenting

with hydrops fetalis and collodion babies has been
described.11 No effective therapy is available for these
infants. The GBA-deficient mouse model reproduces the
nGD phenotype with tetraparesis and death before 15 days
of age. Neuropathology shows extensive neuroinflammation,
neurodegeneration, and accumulation of glucosylceramide
and related sphingolipids in brain and peripheral organs.12

Massaro et al utilized an AAV9 vector encoding the
GBA human cDNA.7 AAV9 is a neurotropic vector which
has shown efficacy after a single systemic injection in a
phase I/II trial in infants affected by spinal muscular atrophy.
Murine fetal (at day 16 of gestation out of 21) and neonatal
intracerebroventricular (ICV) injections showed a marked
improvement of the neurological phenotype until 4 months
of age, when two out of five animals showed hyperkinesis
and stereotypic circling. Neonatal intravenous
(IV) injections resulted in normalization of the neurological
phenotype and neuropathology findings until termination of
the experiment at 6 months. Unlike ICV delivery, IV injec-
tions showed clearance of storage phenotype in peripheral
organs (liver, spleen, lungs) at 6 months post-injection.
Doses of 5 × 1013 vg/kg and 4 × 1014 vg/kg for ICV and IV
injection, respectively, were similar to high dose of vectors
used in recent clinical trials in infants13 and adults.14

Gene therapy in mouse models of GD has been reported,
previously. Both ex vivo lentiviral15 and in vivo AAV-medi-
ated16,17 gene therapies have shown an improvement of the
visceral phenotype. Massaro et al present, for the first time,
a long-term amelioration of GD neuropathology after both
central and systemic delivery of gene therapy. A second
group recently observed a reduction in GD neuropathology
after systemic AAV9 gene therapy.16 This therapeutic strat-
egy is promising for nGD, for which enzyme replacement
therapy is ineffective.

The technical feasibility of ultrasound-guided ICV and
IV fetal injections has been reported in macaques7 and
sheep,18 respectively. The UK Gene Therapy Advisory
Committee (GTAC) defined criteria for considering fetal
gene therapy, including: (a) clear benefit of fetal compared
to post-natal intervention, (b) life-threatening disease with
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no therapy.30 Concerns about germline transmission had
been previously raised although this specific risk needs to be
balanced with the expected benefit of gene therapy.19,20 Pre-
clinical diagnosis can be performed from fetal DNA in the
maternal bloodstream or biopsies of chorionic villi or amnio-
cytes.8 Antenatal analysis of genotyping21 and enzymatic
studies from biopsies22 might offer the possibility to better
appreciate the severity of the clinical phenotype although
phenotypic variability challenges a reliable genotype-pheno-
type23,24 and enzymatic assay-phenotype25 correlations.
There are now several new neurotropic AAV variants with
enhanced properties for transduction of specific neurological
cell-types for example, neurons or astrocytes, or brain
areas.26 These promising achievements may allow the
administration of reduced dose of vector for a similar effi-
cacy; this may address recent concerns over possible dose-
limited toxicity of AAV9-derived capsids.27,28

Fetal gene therapy has remained an elusive goal for
decades. This proof of concept study highlights long-term
efficacy and technical feasibility of this approach. Clinical
translation of this promising technology will require further
preclinical steps that is, optimization of the vector construct
and studies in large animal models assessing safety for both
mother and fetus. This approach could theoretically offer
potential treatment or cure for dozens of lethal or severely
debilitating infantile neurological inherited metabolic (e.g.
molybdenum cofactor and sulphite oxidase deficiencies), or
neurogenetic diseases (e.g. monogenic neonatal epileptic
encephalopathies), inherited metabolic diseases with acute
neonatal decompensations (e.g. urea cycle defects, organic
acidurias, some fatty acid oxidation defects), monogenic dis-
orders with early-onset phenotype (e.g. cystic fibrosis with
gastrointestinal presentation, surfactant deficiency syn-
drome), or materno-fetal infection.29 Rapid progress of novel
diagnostics and therapeutics will likely renew interest in pre-
natal medicine. In turn, fetal medicine may become a preem-
inent medical specialty as one of the more remarkable
advances of the 21st century.
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